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LOCOMOTIVES H E DLAY-OUT.
Pcrper Tead bcfore t h e Institution by P . W. A T T O C K ,
M'ember, M a a c h e s t e r , o n 22nd N o v e m b e r , 1923, in London.

PAPER No. 156.
I t is now some years since a Paper on the lay-out of:
loconiotive sheds was read before locomotive engineers in
this country. Instructive papers dealing with the subject
were given by Messrs. Cecil Paget, W h y t e and others before
a meeting of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers in
I ~ I O , a n d papers on individual features of engine shed
morking have been read before this Institution, but there
does not appear to have been any recent publication
co-ordinating the functions and requirements of a locomotive
shed as a whole.
Within the last decade there have been many changes
both in the conditions of working and in the appliances
used, and the Author feels that some useful purpose may
be served b? attempting to set out as simply as possible
the leading features of shed operations, the sequence of
these a n d the arrangement of the shed and sidings that
a i ~ p e a r s best suited for the purpose, together with the
accommodation required for a g i l en output of engine power.
Locomotive sheds are provided at the terminals of
rail\\ ays and at intermediate points between terminals for
the stabling, preparation, reprovisioning with stores, and
the repair of locomotives between spells of work. T h e
situation of the intermediate sheds is governed by the system
of working the traffic on the line, the disposition of the
rriarshalling and exchange sidings, and t h e demand for
powcr for local and suburban services.
To save unreniunerative engine miles a n d hours the sheds
are placed as near as possible to the terminal stations, yards
o'* sidings which represent the starting and finishing points
of the trains.
The distance betneen the sheds is golerned by the
intensity of the traffic on the line, and varies from a few
miles in industrial areas t o fifty miles or more in less densely
occupied districts.
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Similarly, there is much diversity in the size of the
sheds, which vary between the small engine house stabling
two or three engines a t the end of a branch line and the
important central shed a t which Ijo or morme engines ?re
.dealt with each day.

Engine Accommodation.
For the purpose of this Paper the Author has taken as
a conwete example a shed of average size a t which sixty
engines for mixed classes of traffic are dealt with during
the twenty-four hours, and where a staff of some 400 is
employed in the working and maintenance of the enb'
wines.
Before arriving a t any conclusion as to the accommodation required a t such a shed it is necessary to take into
account :( 1 ) The locomotive stock required t o maintain the daily
service of sixty engines.
(2) The number of these engines that require t o be
housed in the shed building a t one time and their
aggregate length.
(3) The number of engines that can be dealt with in
the shed yard without entering the building.
(4) The number of wagons of coal and stores to be
stabled.
Of the engines allocated to the shed a number are
always away undergoing, in turn, the periodical works repair,
some engines have t o remain in the shed for less extensive
repairs, boilerwashing and so on, and others must be
reserved as a margin between the normal daily output and
the demand which may arise for additional special trains,
or for fresh engines in place of those which it has been
impossible to work back to the starting point in time for
service the following day, and other contingencies.
In round figures, it may be taken that for every two
engines on the daily roster, a third must be provided t o
make u p the full complement for the shed.
The shed referred t o will therefore probabl? have ninety
engines allocated t o it, and of these ten will alwajs be away
a t the works undergoing repairs, leaving a maximum of
eighty to be provided for on the shed premises.
I t woubd be an unnecessarily extravagant propositign
to provide roofed accommodation for the whole of the
engines, as owing to the hours they are in traffic, and the
fact that starting and finishing times are more or less spread
o u t over the twenty-four hours, full use would not be made
of the building for six days in the week. At the same time,
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siding room must be provided in the yard for use on
Saturday nights and Sundays, when practically the whole
of the engine stoc!i is stabled o n the shed premises.
From actual records which have been taken a t similar
slieds it appears that of the sixty engines finishing daily,
on a n average fifty are required in the shed for repairs,
boilerwashing and cleaning, the remaining ten being dealt
with entirely in the shed sidings, not more than thirty-five
engines being in the shed a t one and the same time.
This does not, of course, represent all the inside
accommodation required, as if the uheeI drop or lifting
appliances are in the shed, a road must be set aside for
this purpose. It is also advisable to make use of the road
adjoining the lifting road for the heavier repair work, and
a third road will probably be occupied by the breakdown
train, which should be stabled under cover.
Assuming the shed to be of the “ parallel road ” type
and designed t o taken seven engines of an average length, in
this case 48ft. in each road, then a building is required
large enough to contain ten roads of 336ft. in length, and
eiigine stabling sidings are reqcired outside of not less than
1,152ft. in aggregate length.

Wagon Accommodation.
I n normal times it is not usual to hoId more coal in
wagons on the premises than the equivalent of three days’
consumption, but provision must be made for colliery stoppages a t holiday times by increasing the stock in wagons
beforehand, and this ma! well be done to the extent of
five days’ consumption.
As each engine takes an average of 45cwts. of coal
daily, the quantity required for sixty engines in three days
i,; 405 tons. The coal is usually carried in 20-ton wagons
designed for the purpose and measuring 24ft. 6ins. over
the buffers, which on the three days’ basis would occupy
5r4ft. of sidings. There are also occasions during holiday
periods and at other times when it is convenient t o accept
coal in the ordinary eight-ton traffic wagons, Igft. in length,
which require for the weight carried proprtionateIy greater
siding accommodation, amounting in this instance to 646ft.
in all for the additional two days’ supply. Further room
must be reserved for one day’s output of empty coal wagons
measuring in the aggregate 171ft., and also eight wagons,
equal to Isoft., for sand and other stores, making the total
wagon siding length 1,480ft.
I t is customary t o stack a quantity of coal on the
giround a s a further safeguard against the failure of supplies,
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a n d it is assumed that a quantity equal to four weeks’ consumption (3,240 tons) will be stacked in a convenient position
adjacent to the coal wagon sidings and coaling plant.

Type of Shed.
There a r e three types of shed commonly seen in this
country :I . T h e “ Interior Turntable ” type, usually now built
in rectangular form.
2. The “ Parallel Road ” Shed with “ Dead-end ”
roads.
3. The “ Parallel Road ” Shed with “ Through ” roads.
The “ interior turntable ” type, as the name implies, is
laid out with one or more turntables under the roof and
with stabling pits radiating from the turntables. This type
of shed is comparatively expensive for the stabling accommodation it gives, the roofed area being 100 per cent.
greater than required t o cover the same number of engines
in the “ paralIel road ” type (see Fig. I ) . The main
advantage claimed for this type is that the engines can be
taken out in any order desired without regard to the order
in which they have been put away, a n d without shunting
other engines.
On the other hand, this facility is only
obtained at the cost of introducing a vulnerable point within
the shed, inasmuch as a n accident t o the turntable may
block in large sections of engines with serious consequences
to traffic. The “ parallel dead-end road ” type is obviously
the most economical a s regards structure and turntable
equipment, and if the length of the shed is limited to not
more than six or seven engines to each road, and providing
also that forethought is given to the order of stabling the
engines, it is found in practice that very little shunting is
required.
Records show that at sheds where there is reasonable
room for the engines dealt with, shunting for the purpose
of liberating engines blocked in a t the back does not average
more than one instance during twenty-four hours, whilst a t
congested sheds these movements average six in twenty-four
hours.
The “ parallel road ” shed, by reason of the small area
covered, is also economical in lighting and heating, though
the latter consideration is perhaps not of great importance
in this country.
T h e “ parallel through r o a d ” type has the same
advantage as xegards economy of structure as the foregoing
type, but i s expensive in the road lay-out, the leads to the
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shed roads being in duplicate to permit departure at the
other end of the shed. T h e advantage claimed for this type
of shed is based on the assumption that the engines can
go in at o n e end of the shed and pass through in a more
o r less continuous stream, undergoing repairs, cleaning,
etc., in the shed and passing out at the other end ready for
traffic. This principle might be realised if it were possible
t o standardise repairs a n d put them on a uniform time basis,
but as it is the progress of the engines through the shed
must necessarily be restricted t o the time occupied on the
longest job; moreover, a t least one or two of the roads must
virtually become " dead ends " in which the heavy repair
work can be set aside for an indefinite period.

Shed Yard Operations.
Time saved between the arrilaal of the engine in the shed
vard and its departure again for remuneratile work, or
ixtween the arrival of the engine and its ultimate stabling
in the shed, results in a n economic benefit equal, in the
former case, to the working cost of the engine time saved,
which again in the aggregate may result in the work of
the line being done with a smaller stock of loconiotives and
consequently reduced capital charges. In the latter case,
if the stabled engine cannot be put into further service
immediately, the benefit is commensurate with the saving
in time and wages of the enginemen a n d staff occupied in
the process of stabling the engine.
It is of the first importance that the lay-out be designed
so that the movement of the engines is, as far as practicable,
continuously in one direction, a n d that one engine does not
avoidably cross the path of another and thus impede progress
or lead t o accident.
The movements within the yard are necessarily
independent of signal control, and as the enginemen have to
rely entirely on their own observations for safe norking, it is
advisable to arrange the lay-out in a simple form as regards
operating by separating the respective roads and movements
as far as possible, and although this involves some additional
cost in the first #place, the expense is fully justified on
economic grounds by reason of the decreased risk of accident
and greater freedom of movement obtained.
Buildings, coal stacks a n d other obstructions of sight
must not be permitted to interfere with the view a t converging points. T h e artificial lighting should receive
particular attention and be on a generous basis.
Ample space should be allowed between the converging
points of the yard and the outlet signal, so that all engine
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movements, and the setting of coal wagons, can be carried
out in the yard itself without interfering with the adjacent
lines and traffic controlled by the signalman.
T h e sequence of operations after entering the shed yard
should take the following order :I . Inspection and a s h pit's.
2. Coal stage.
3. Turntable.
4. Shed.
In diagram form this would be shown as for one straight
,
in practice the formation
forward movement (Fig. 2 ~ ) but
would be doubled i n upon itself as shown in Fig. 2 ~ because
,
of the difficulties the former would present t o general supervision and the expanse of ground to be covered on foot by
the shed staff.
I t has frequently happened that by force of circumstances a shed has been fitted into some space of land
available which i t a s inadequate in area o r of unsuitable
shape, and for this reason, no doubt, many instances are
to be seen where the lay-out is complicated and difficult t o
work. Fig. 3c illustrates such an instance, and it will be
seen that in this case the incoming engines have to b e
reversed in direction of movement seven times in the process
of working through the yard, a t the same time fouling the
path of other engines coming into or leaving the shed. Also
a number of movements can only be. made with the authority
of the signalman owing t o the cramped space a t the outlet
and the proximity of running lines, and delay is caused by
these roads being occupied with other traffic.

I n s p t i o a and Ashpits.
These are placed first in order (see Fig. 3) because on
arrival of an engine, information is immediately required 3s
to whether the engine can be turned out again a t once after
taking locomotive duties only, i . e . , fire-cleaning, etc., or if
it requires repairs, the nature and extent of the repairs, so
that provision can be made in advance for stabling the engine in a suitable position in the shed.
These pits being the first place at &hich the engines
halt o n corning into the shed, they become in effect reception
sidings, and provision must be made for standing room,
either on the pits or on the road preceding them, for t h e
maximum number of engines that may be turned into the
shed during an interval of time equal t o that taken to complete the process of inspection and firedropping, otherwise
the shed inlet may be blocked or unnecessary shunting
incurred.
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Fig. 3.4 affords an illustration of this point. The t w o
engines shown on the left-hand side of the coal stage a r e
occupying the ashpit. Incoming engines p a s over t h e
turntable to the ashpit, and a s there is only room for t w o
engines to stand in the space between the turntable and
ashpit, any additional finishing engines would have to be
shunted on to another road to await their turn on the ashpit.
The work of inspection and fire-dropping may be conveniently dealt with o n the same pits but not necessarily at
the same time. The inspection of the engine is made either
by the finishing driver or by one of the shed staff appointed
for the purpose, and any defects discovered are at once
reported for repairs. Fifteen minutes should be allowed for
carrying out the examination.
If the engine is t o be stabled a t the shed for some time,
the fire must be dropped or lifted out of the firebox and
the smokebox and ashpan emptied. This work again may
be done by either the enginemen o r appointed fire-droppers,
as circumstances dictate.
From the point of view of time and labour expended,
the fire-dropping process is the most unsatisfactory feature
in the shed yard working, the more so since there does not
appear to be any prospect of successfully applying
mechanical means to expedite the process. T h e work at
the ash pit becomes the governing factor of the rate of
progress through the yard. Left t o the efforts of one man,
tkirty minutes may be taken in clearing a large engine; or
additional men may be put on a n d the work divided t o some
extent, reducing the time to twenty minutes.
Further
reduction may be made by setting out the ash pits in t w o
parallel roads, thus enabling the engines to leave t h e combined pits a t intervals of ten minutes.
The length of the pits for the size of shed under review
should not be less than gooft. T h e pits should be gft. gins.
deep from rail level anmd paved along both sides, with a
third road at lower level in t h e middle, on which the ash
wagons can be placed for loading. An avoiding road is
laid round the ash pits for the use of engines requiring coal
immediately.
W a t e r columns should be provided at t h e far end of
the ash pits and also at a n intermediate point a full engine
length from the first column. This enables water to be taken
at the same time that fire-cleaning is in progress, thus
saving time, and also serving a useful purpose in aiding
the balancing of t h e engines on the turntable.
The Author does not consider i t necessary to make firedropping the last process before entering the shed, a s pro-
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viding the coaling facilities a r e reasonably adequate, there
is no difficulty in shedding the engines in their own steam.
If the ash pits a r e placed first in order, less room is required
for reception sidings, and it enables the enginemen to at
once examine their engines, and in many cases to compIete
their finishing duties, without relief o r additional expense.

Coaling Plant.
T h e type of manual coaling stage which entails the
minimum handling of the coal, and is therefore the most
efficient, is that known as the “elevated wagon stage,” a s
illustrated in Fig. 4. In this type of coal stage the wagon
road is 6ft. above the level of the engine road, in which
position the wagon doors, when opened, form a convenient
angle with the tender. Two weighing machines a r e provided, and two engines can be coaled at the same time. The
wagons are weighed before and after coaling each engine,
the difference between the weights representing the coal put
o n the engine. The output for manual work on the elevated
wagon stage is about 15 tons per man per shift of eight hours,
a n d a staff of nine men would be required in this instance.
I t is usual to arrange for the men to work in pairs at the peak
periods, a n d the rate of movement of the engines in these
circumstances will not exceed four engines to the hour.
T h e wages cost per ton at t h e coalmen’s present rate are
as under:Elevated wagon stage
...
7+d. per ton.
Power crane stage ...
.’.
11- 9 ) 9 9
Hand crane stage
..
..
113 9 , t ,
T h e use of mechanical coaling appliances and the type
of plant chosen affects the lay-out required. There are a
number of different systems in use to-day. In a paper read
before this Institution in April last,* Mr. Parker gives
particulars of a recent installation a t Strhtford and d e s c r i p
tions of other systems have been published. A “ Mitchell ”
nlant is provided for in the shed plan (Fig. 3 ) , and is further
illustrated by Fig. 5 . In this design the wagons are tipped
direct into overhead hoppers, the wagon lift being inclined
at an angle t o give even distribution of coal in the hoppers.
Provision is made for using two grades of coal. The plant
is entirely above ground and occupies a minimum of floor
space.
The setting and coaling of an engine can be completed
in three minutes, thus reducing the engine standing time by
twelve minutes. The coaling wages are also reduced in this

*

See Journal, Vol.

X I I I . , No. 61, page 609.
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case to 3d. per ton, as compared with 74d. W h e r e larger
quantities of coal are handled, a proportionately greater
reduction in coaling wages is obtained, the cost being a
little over one penny per ton. Conversely, the proposition
becomes unprofitable as applied to sheds of thirty o r less
engines.

Turning.
The turntable should be fitted with ball bearings and be
o f 7oft. diameter to meet prospective design and to enable
th,e engines to be balanced.
An avoiding road is required far the engines that a r e
not turned, and as a n alternative route in the event of the
tab1.e being out of use.
In many cases electric tractors are fitted to the turniable a s shown in Fig. 3.1, and these serve a useful purpose
where the tables a r e too small to balance the engines, but
{hey are not considered necessary if the tables are large
enough and fitted p i t h ball bearings.
T h e time taken to complete each duty must necessarily
determine the space required for that purpose, otherwise
congestion will occur and t h e whole of the movements be
slowed domn t o the rate of progress a t the congested point.
A section of a chart of movements in a shed yard is shown
in Fig. 6. Reference to this enables the frequency of movement to be appreciated and also reveals undue delay a t the
ash pits and coal stage owing, in this case, to those units
being overtaxed.

!Shed Building.
I t is advisable to lay o u t the shed so that a space is
left on onse side or the other for future extensions.
The
ground thus set aside may be usefully occupied by siding
accommodation for engines that d o not require to go under
rhe shed roof.
A plain rectangular building is required with road
centres Ioft. apart. The offices, stores, mess rooms, etc.,
c;hould be arranged along the side of the shed opposite to
that left free for extensions. T h e offices are required to
houseThe district locomotive superintendent, who will
probably supervise one or more subsidiary sheds in the
district.
The shed foreman, u h o will assist the district
locomotive superintendent in the supervision of t h e shed.
Three running forsemen, who work round in eighthour shifts.
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Ten clerks and timekeepers.
Telephone attendants.
For administrative purposes the most suitable place for
the office is in front of the shed, where it is central in
position and allows observations to be made of the engine
movements in the yard. The staff entrance may conveniently
be placed between the time ofice and the stores, with a
large lobby where the enginemen may make inquiries,
receive instructions and write peports, and where the various
working sheets and notices can be displayed. The enginemen’s waiting room should be adjacent t o this.
The stores, t o be convenient for starting engines, should
come next in order on the other side of the entrance, with
a suitable vestibule and counter from which oil and the
running stores can be issued. By this arrangement, all
men going t o and from t h e shed pass through the main
entrance overlooked by the stores, so that the supervision
of checking on and off duty can be carried out there during
Sundays and a t other quiet periods when the time office
may economically be closed. T h e stores should be large
enough to house the oil and other stores used on the
engines in traffic, sponge cloths and cleaning material, and
the spare parts, bolts, nuts, and the other items used by the
artisans for repairs. T h e permissible stock should equal
not less than the average consumption of material for two
months. Allowing for some of the more bulky material,
such as brake blocks and firebars t o be stored outside, the
area of the stores should approximate 1,800sq. ft.
A set of rails running parallel with the shed and alongside the stores and shops allows of the delivery and despatch
of material in wagons with a minimum of handling. Bins
for scrap, coke, firebricks, etc., can be ranged along the far
side of this road.
In alignment with the offices and stores, and continuing
along the side of the shed, are ranged the mess rooms,
coppersmith’s shop, boiler and blacksmith’s shops, boiler
house, boiler-washing and wheel-drop pumps, etc.
The fitter’s a n d machine shop is preferably placed a t
the end of the shed and in part opposite to the end of the
first two roads on which the bulk of the heavy repair work
is done. This position also gives easy access to any of the
roads without going round or crossing any of the pits.
From the back of the shed there should be access to a
yard where lavatories can be placed.
Pits gft. gins. in depth and well drained should be
provided for inspection and repair work throughout the
whole of the shed, and also for a full engine length on each
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road in front of the shed. W a t e r stand pipes should also
be available from the outside pits. T h e space between
No. I road and the offices a n d shops should be rather more
than allowed between adjacent roads and not less than 12ft.
to allow a free passage way from the front t o the back of
the shed. Corresponding clearance should be allowed between the rail stops and the back of the shed. T h e pavement should be slightly crowned for drainage between the
pits and laid level with the tops of the rails, either throughout or at least across the front a n d back of the shed, for
the convenience of trucking heavy articles across the rails.
A s regards the roof of the building, t h e ‘‘ weaving shed ”
type is advocated as simple in structure and economical.
Fig. 7 shows the general arrangement, and Fig. 8 the
interior of the smoke trough arrangement applied to this
type of roof.
I t may be mentioned incidentally that the shed here
pictured is in a colliery district and was constructed of
timber in anticipation of subsidence of the land; since it
was built the land has actually subsided loft. with but small
effect on the building, which may be regarded as a striking
example of the adaptability of this design.
T h e engines are usually prepared for service by the
outgoing enginemen on the pits in front of the shed, the
time allowance for this duty being 30 and 45 minutes for
small and large engines respectively.
The movement of
t h e engines from the preparation pits to the outlet signal
is straightforward, occupying but a few minutes, and after
the arrival of the engines at this signal they are regarded
as in traffic and outside the responsibility of the shed yard
staff.
T h e Author has only described the shed yard operations
in outline and suggested provision for these, as indicated
by the diagrams, on lines which appear to him to be appropriate. Local conditions must be taken into account and
may largely influence the lay-out decided upon.
A considerable difference in practice exists to-day in
the planning and working of locomotive sheds, and t h e
subject is essentially one which would benefit by further
expression of opinion and discussion.
In conclusion, the Author would emphasise the relative
importance of efficient shed working as a factor in the
operating of the railway as a whole, both as regards the
reliability of the service demanded and the extent of
t h e economic problems involved.
Enterprise in the direction of improved appliances and
lay-out is needed, and the subject is undoubtedly a fruitful
field for revenue-earning development.
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DISCUSSION.
The Chairman: Mr. Attock has given us a Paper which
is really on a very important subject from a railway-operating
point of view. I t is a subject that in the past, perhaps,
has not had sufficient thought given to it. In the old days
when sheds were erected they were put down in corners of
goods yards with very little thought to the convenience of
working, and as time went on they got hemmed in with no
further chance of extension, and with probably an increase
in the number of engines stabled, and with the consequence
that the working of them was most expensive and altogether
out of date.
Those were days probably before the introduction of
statistics. The care that has to be given now to what is
known as unproductive time of enginemen was not thought
about. Unproductive time means time that an engineman
is engaged with his engine on non-revenue purposes.
1
know that from a running superintendent’s point of view
that is one of the bugbears he has to face, and a great deal
of it is caused by inadequate engine shed accommodation.
As the Author has pointed out, the careful l a y o u t of a shed
yard will avoi’d a great loss of time, especially in the putting away of engines. The preparation of engines has not
perhaps such an effect on unproductive time as the delay
that occurs by incoming engines being blocked either at
t h e coal stage or at the ashpit. And there is no doubt that
some scientific method of laying out engine sheds is one
that needs to be very carefully looked into €or the future.
I notice that Mr. httock favours what he calls the
parallel type of shed as against the turntable type. I am
not altogether in agreement with him, but probably that is
because I have been accustomed to the turntable type more
than t o the parallel type. I know that the argument which
Mr. Attock advances of the turntable being blocked by an
engine getting into it has been put forward very often as a
reason for condemning that type of shed, but in my experierice cases of engines falling into the turntable hole and
blocking that part of the shed are very few and far between.
I t appears to me that it is a much easier way of working
an engine shed to have tables with the roads radiating from
them than the long shed, especially n h e n it is dead-ended,
with only one way in and out. The amount of shunting
necessary in order to get engines out of the shed when
standing behind a lot of others must cause a great deal of
expense. On the former North-Eastern Railway we h a d
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a long shed with a large number of engines, and we did find
that the cost of loco. yard shunting for getting engines in
higher
and out came t o a very consi'derable figure-much
than that given by Mr. Attock in his Paper.
In comparing the floor space and roof area of the round
shed with the long road type, the Author only takes an
average length of 48ft. of road t o accommodate a n engine,
which is very small nowadays. But in the round shed t h e
radiating roads from tbe turntable appear t o be a t least
6oft., and some are longer. Therefore t o compare the ared
required for one shed with the other, if 48ft. is taken as
the room required per engine in the long shed, the radiating
pits in the r0un.d sheds should only be about the same length.
'i'hat would considerably reduce the area covered by the
round shed in comparison with the long one. I admit that
the round shed with three turntables, as shown in Fig. 3 ,
is a much more expensive shed in the first instance than the
long shed, !lut I think that the long type of shed is more
expensive in the matter of the permanent n a y giving entrance t o it. Each of the roads has to be continued outside
the shed for some distance towards the eventual exit from.
the shed yard, and the amount of permanent n a y that is
nccessary in thme shed yard for a long shed is, I think, a
good ,deal more than in the case o f the round shed with
radiating roads.
In the cquipment of the engine shed the Author makes
no mention of hot water washing, nor is any provision
nxtde for it in the plan. H o t water washing has not been
universally adopted. I t is one oi those things where it is
very hard to put a monetary saving o n the appliance, but I
think there is n o doubt that a great advantage is obtained
from such an appliance in a shed where there are a considerable number of engines, and 1 am rather surprised that
the Author has madme no reference to it.
It u.-ould be very interesting if %lr. Attock could tell u s
his experience with hot water washing-. I t is a point that h i a
interested me a good deal in the past, and niy dificultj; has
always been, in suggesting the expense, to show any sai-ing
by the provision of such apparatus, u hich I fully believe does
give a gr,eat advantage a t an engine shed.
I should like t o ask Mr. Attock whether 011 the line
hc is connected with he has adopted any method by ivhich
s2.n.d boxes can be filled from a chutc or spout, say, while
the engine is standing a t th,e coal stage, instead of manhzndling in buckets t o the engine when it gets t o the sheds.
Filling up sand boxes by hand is always a heavy job and
takes a good deal of time of the enginemen in performing
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it; or in some cases labourers have to be provided to do
the work. I t takes many minutes t o fill up the sand boxes
of large engines with sand, and some ready means of filling
the engine sand boxes is one of the appliances in an engine
shed which I think we have not given sufficient thought to
Up to now.
I quite agree with t h e Author in the sequence of order
mhich he recommends for engines after entering the shed
yard-inspection
pit, coal stage, turntable (if it is a long
shed; it will naturally be into the shed and on to the turntable in the case of a round shed).
H e favours water
columns for filling up the tender with water a t the ashpit
while the engines are having fires dropped and smokeboxes
cleaned. I am rather in favour of placing water cranes
almost a t the shed entrance, or near the turntable in the
case of the outside turntable, and filling up there. It appears to me that when the fireman is busily engaged in
dropping the fire or cleaning the smokebox he cannot keep
his eye on the water a5 well; while the driver probably is
underneath inspecting the engine.
Large water columns
will fill the tank very quickly, and to make another stop on
the way to the shed to fill up with water appears to me to
be more advisable than doing that operation when the enginemen are engaged on other duties.
Before I conclude, I should like to propose a hearty
vote of thanks to Mr. Attock for his most interesting Paper;
it is one that I am sure must appeal to everybody who has
t o do with the running of locomorites. (Xpplause.)

The Author: 1 should like to acknowledge the vote of
thanks
It has been very gratifying t o me that this Paper
has been received so well, and if my modest effort will
produce some dispssion on the points raised it will entirely
satisfy me. I thank you very much for the attention you
have given to it. (Applause.)

Mr. J. P. Maitland (Southern Rly., Brighton) : The
Paper by Mr. attack which n e have just listened to i? one
which is, and will be, of very great value to all who are
engaged in the operating of locomotives, and especially to
those n h o study the traffic side of railway working in
general. W e are indeed fortunate to have had a Paper to
which we shall be able in the future to refei as a standard
work on the subject, which ihows the ideal conditions t o
be aimed a t in locomotite shed design.
'There are one or two points which have made a special
impression on me, concerning which I should like to make
a few remarks. In the first place, with reference to t h r
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parallel road “ through ” shed, Mr. Attock seems to prefer
a parallel road shed, with each of the roads ending in a stopblock. But I would suggest that there is a great advantage
to be obtained in having, if it is not practicable for all roads,
at what would otherwise be the dead end, a through run
for, say, 50 per cent. of the roads, in order to provide for
cases of emergency when the ordinary loco. yard exit is
blocked through derailments, collisions, or mishaps of like
nature. W e know the latter ought not to occur, but the
fact is they do happen, and only a few weeks a g o in the
$L,siest time of a Saturday morning a collision occurred a t
t h e west entrance to a loco. yard, w hich not only fouled that
entrance, but blocked the entrance at the south end of the
shed. If there had not been an emergency exit at the north
end, delays of a very serious character would have occurred.
The north exit, by the way, is to all intents and pLrposes
not used except in the early morning, and during the day
is regarded as an emergency exit. I consider that t h e little
extra cost of putting in a n emergency exit of this type will
pay for itself in cases such as I have briefly alluded LQ.
W i t h regard to the access to the shed from the tratfic.
lines, it has been my experience that many’ of the advantages of labour-saving appliances niay be to a g r t a t extent
neutralised if the access to the shed is from reverse roads
o r la)-bys. I will give a concrete example of what occurred
recently. I t is by no means an exceptional case. The access to the shed to which I am referring is through what
is practically a lay-by; seven engines arrived from various
directions at short intervals; they were all put into this
lay-by and let into the yard together, with the result that
the coal road became congested. I t is estimated that the
equivalent of one day’s (that is to say, eight hours) unproductive time was caused thereby, whereas if the access to
the shed had been through facing points, the engines would
have been let in as they arrived and each one would have
been well on the way to being disposed of before its successor came along. I am not saying anything against the
methods of the signalmen. They are not o u t to make work
-they are out to save work wherever possible ; but if they
know that there is an engine or two coming along shortly
there is naturally a temptation to hold each engine until the
remainder arrive and to let them all into the yard under one
movement. T h e expense of putting in facing points repays
itself by the facilities which it gives to the working of the
loco. yard generally at congested periods.
There is one point Mr. Attock referred to which I consider is a most excellent one-the
“ avoiding ”
road,
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enabling the turntable to be reached instead of by the
normal route across the inspection pits and through t h e
coaling stage. The benefits of this arrangement would be
especially manifest at times when trains run irregularly and
engines cannot take their proper sequence into the loco.
yard. Very often the most important engines are found to
be at the rear and there is great difficulty in getting the
former out to their trains in time. That is a splendid point,
and it is t o be wished that it had been adopted more in the
past.
I quite appreciate what Mr. Attock says with regard to
the necessity for foresight in regard to the stabling of the
engines where a “ long ” shed is concerned, but I think if
care is taken to select and train a staff u ho possess and can
use forethought, a large number of the difficulties of
shunting out and putting engines away in their proper order,
etc., will disappear. It is, however, imperative that great
care be exerted in selecting such a staff. I have a case in
mind of a man, of whom I speak in the highest terms as
a driver, b u t who lind not the intuitive knowledge to put
the right engine in the right place. The result was that
not on11 did he cause serious blocks in the loco. yard, but
finally succeeded in holding LIP the traffic outside. H e w a s
therefore transferred to the road, where he has proved himself an excellent driver, although he appeared quite unfitted
for the work in the loco. yard.
In conclusion, there is one question I should like to ask
the Author. W h a t precautions are taken to prevent fire in
a wooden shed? Is the wood treated in any special wav
or by any special process in order to obviate the danger,
which seems to be very great, of fire?

Mr. E. W. Selby (L.M.S.R., Horwich): Those who
are emplojed in workshops-I
speak as one of them-are
rather apt to forget the difficulties which confront the running department staff in working a shed. Engines must
always be provided in time for working trains in any possible conceiv able circumstances, in spite of breakdowns or
derailments o r failures, o r any of the little troubles which
d o inevitably occur.
One principle which Mr. Attoclts has laid down cannot
be too highly stressed-that
of providing alternative lines,
extra outlets and other “ emergency ” devices which tend
to render a shed “ breakdomn-proof.”
Also, in any shed design i t is not sufficient to provide
for an average flow of engines through the shed, because
et:gines a r e always liable to arrive in “ bunches.” In nearly
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every shed there is a certain period in the day or night
when the shed tends t o become very congested, e . g . , engines
used during the day on passenger work may all come in
more o r less a t once a t some hour of the night after the
passenger services cease, and unless a large number of
extra facilities and labour-saving devices a r e provided t o
cope with the sudden rush, that shed mill become hopelessly
congested for a certain period each night.
As regards shed lay-out, there is one type of shed which
I have never seen; I don’t know whether it is in use anywhere. I refer t o a possible compromise between the
various forms of straight shed and the round-house by
having a traverser in place of the turntable. Many works
have traversers in front of, for example, the erecting shop,
wllich serve a number of roads. In the proposed shed the
traverser would be in the open, with a shed holding, say,
two engines per track on each side. Such a shed would certainly be very convenient for getting engines in and out,
whilst the ground area both cwered and total would compare very favourably with either the “ through,” “ deadend ” or “ round-house ” types. In case of a breakdonn
to the traverser, it would be quite easy t o provide two,
keeping one as a stand-by.

As regards labour-saving devices for sheds, there are
one or two things now marketed that may help to reduce
the unproductive time of enginemen. One I can think of
is a smokebox ash conveyor. Emptying a smokebox is a
very unpleasant task, and moreover it takes up the fireman’s time, whereas by a simple appliance a t the shed,
which can be connected with a fitting on the engine, it is
pcssible t o draw u p all the ashes and deliver them quenched
with water into wagons on an adjacent road. There are
also several systems, I believe, of emptying ashpits by
mechanical means.

Mr. E. Graham (London Electric Rlys.) : There are one
or two points in connection with this Paper on which I
should like t o make some short comment.
In connection with hot water washing, I would like the
Author to express hi5 opinion about the double shifting of
engines. I t appears to me that with a hot mater washingout plant one must adopt that in principle t o justify the
capital outlay.
Advocates of electric traction make capital out of the
idle time of steam engines; they point out that an electric
locomotive is always ready for service. On steam locomo-
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tives the difficulty is mainly with the boiler. An electric
locomotive has got nearly everything else that a steam locomotive has, and many other things which are liable t o get
out of order. It has axleboxes, jack shafts, coupling rods,
etc. 'The washing-out problem is one that limits the
rapidity with which the steam engine can be got ready for
service again. Hot water washing out affords a ready means
of very largely reducing shed time; in addition, it saves
the boiler from possible severe stresses set up by rapid
cooling. Double shifting of engines is general practice with
goods engines, but I think it will have t o be faced everywhere in order t o cut down shed time.
I should like to mention my experience with ash
ejectors. A few qears ago, when I was in charge of the
locomotive department of a railway in Brazil, we had the
smokeboxes of several engines fitted with ash ejectors; but
they never worked properly, and they did very considerable
damage t o the smokeboxes. As the engines came through
the shops again we scrapped these fittings, and I was very
glad t o get them removed.
In connection with shed lay-out, the comparison between
the turntable type of shed and the rectangular type is very
interesting. The turntable shed which is shown t o take
sixty engines has three turntables inside it, but the other
shed also wants turntables-at
least one-and
that would
take u p some area which should be included in the shed
area. Further, there is the p i n t that the Chairman raises
about the length of roads. On the Continent, turntable
sheds are used almost entirely. Recently I have spent three
qears on the Polish State Railways. The Poles took over
German, Austrian and Russian railways, and it was interesting to see the different arrangements in areas which
had been under independent administrations. I was very
much impressed by the elaborate sheds in the old Austrian
part of the country. The space available was usually adequate and there was no congestion ; in every case the sheds
were built in a radial form. They were not round sheds, but
usually an arc of probably something like sixty degrees,
and covered only for the length of the engine, the turntable
being always outside. An independent workshop was provided a t every shed, generally very elaborately fitted out.
Many of the sheds were great distances from a large repair
shop and had t o undertake heavier repairs than would be
the case in the average English shed. The drop pits were
a special feature in these shed workshops; they were much
better than anything I have seen in this country. I t is not
possible to describe them adequately without a sketch ; they
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were electrically controlled and were accommodated in a
sort of basement.
Each shed had a chimney stack about 13oft. high proDucts
vided as a means of clearing the shed of smoke.
were led round the shed, and a very good mechanical
arrangement of locating a cowl over the locomotive chimney
and connecting every engine u p with this long stack was
provided. Presumably the stack also helps in raising steam
before the blower can be put on, instead of obtaining steam
from an adjoining engine.
With regard t o the comparative costs of the mechanical
coaling of engines and the usual hand method, I should like
to know whether those costs, especially the figures dealing
with the Mitchell plant, include the capital charge on the
plant.
W e are much indebted t o the Author for this valuable
Paper, which will be very useful t o anyone who is considering the lay-out of a new shed. I t contains a lot of
information which is not often put on paper.
Mr. F. Turner: Would NIr. Attock give u s his opinion
of the best type of floor for. a running shed? One of the
difficulties with concrete, I believe, is that the oil seems to
have a breaking-up effect on it.
Secondly, would he give us some information as to
whether there has been any definite figure arrived at as the
maximum length of time which an engine can be run without
washing out? I have a general impression that many engines are washed,out once a week. That seems t o me to
be very extravagant.
If the time could be doubled, one
could do with less engines. I t certainly depends on the type
of water, but in many sheds now there is soft water available
and I should like his figure t o apply to such a shed.
T h e Author mentioned the figure of 33 per cent. of
engines out of commission. I s not that rather a high figure?
In the papers that he referred to in the opening sentences
of his Paper, by Cecil Paget and others, read before a conference of the English and American Institutions of
Mechanical Engineers, I believe it was agreed that 25 per
cent. was about an average figure. Is 33 per cent. more
representative of present-day practice, and is that due perhaps t o the more intensive working?
Mr. Attock says with reference to the coal-handling
plant that he is describing that provision is made for using
two grades of coal. I gather that two grades of coal are
purchased and kept in separate hoppers, but if that is not
so, I should be glad t o know if there is a n automatic
arrangement for grading the coal into small and large.
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With regard t o the 3d. per ton for coaling plant, 1
presume this is just the labour cost, but it is not clear t o me
whether it includes the cost of putting the coal into the hopper
as well as the cost of taking it out. Assuming, however,
that it does, it seems to me that one would have t o add to
that somewhere about Id. per ton for electric current and
then the interest and depreciation, so that unless there was
a fairly large amount of coal going over the plant, the 3d.
would be gradual!y increased to very nearly the 79d. which
represents hand labour. I presume that all the prices quoted
are exclusive of overhead costs.
Mr. F. J. Hookham: I take it that the straight road
shed i s intended t o have seven lines of seven engines each,
the other three being for heavy repair work and the breakdown crane. If that is so, the accommodation in the turntable shed for live engines is already given by two turntables, and I should imagine it would be better t o put in
two or three straight roads beside the shed for repairs and
breakdown crane, which would give an equivalent accommodation on a very much more leve! footing, although of course
there is still a balance in favourof the straight road for area.
Again, if 48ft. is an average length, it is possible in some
ckses with the smaller engines t o get t w o on a 60ft. road,
and the shed with the turntables could be made narrower
because the roads that are a t 45 degrees can be made longer,
and the few short roads running at right angles to the axis
will accommodate short engines. S o that on those grounds
I, do not think the comparison is absolutely fair.
On the question of hot water washing out, are not there
two methods in which saving can be effected-the
direct
saving referred to by Mr. Graham and an indirect saving
-probably much more difficult to arrive at-the better life
of a boiler through washing out and filling u p without
cooling; and also the advantages Of getting rid of a good
deal of the scale, which are claimed for the hot water system
1
1here hard water is in use ?
As to the ques$on of fire-dropping, the Author says
that there does not appear to be any prospect of successfully
bettering the conditions. I believe that firebars of a tilting
type are made for dropping fires, but I am under the impression that they are not used in this country. Perhaps
the Author would be able to give some information about
them.
Another point of details which might be mentioned is
the question of storage. I was recently a t a shed where a
great deal of attention was given to the shed stores, and
they were really laid out in an admirable way. I t seems to
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me that the question of store-keeping and the saving that
can be effected through not holding undue stocks of valuable
spares is a question that h a s come much to the fore of late
years, very possibly because of the increasing value of stocks,
especially during and just after the war, and it is a point
that requires considerable attention on the part of the officer
in charge.
There is one specialised form of storage of which I have
In the States,
scme particulars-that
dealing with oil.
where owing t o the conditions they are much more go-ahead
in the matter of all sorts of new appliances, they have gone
in very much more for the system of storage in tanks, very
often taking the oil in the first place in tank cars in preferecce t o barrels, and then issuing through a measuring pump,
which, a t the same time that it draws the oil from the
underground tank, measures out the quantity. I have a
plan of such an installation a t an American shed, and from
the same source some notes about it which read as follows :
" Most
railroads adopt a standar'd design of oil house,
building it large or small, dependent on the number of kinds
and amount of oil to be handle'd. Such an oil house is built
t o store and distribute six kinds of oil and motor-car gasolene. The storage tanks, with the exception of gasolene,
are placed in a basement with a pit constructed a t one end.
In this basement are six tanks of 5 , 0 0 0 gallons capacity each.
T h e oils stored are signal oil, valve oil, car oil, engine oil,
fuel oil and kerosene. TWOfill lines are provided for each
t a n k - o n e directly above the tank for emptying barrels and
one under the platform a t the siding for unloading tank
cars. Wall indicators are connected to all tanks with the
indicator board located in the store-room above the tanks.
X small pump room is partitioned off at one end of the
building and is %quipped with six pumps measuring one
gallon per stroke. This room is also used t o issue the supplies that may be gept on the first floor of the oil house. A
tank is located underground at one end of the platform to
store motor-car gasolene for issue to cars and delivery vans.
A gallon-stroke measuring pump is mounted on the platform
with its suction line connected t o this tank."
The Author: The Chairman drew attention t o the
difference in the two plans t o which I referled. T h e
proposition I had in mind, as stated, was a concrete case
of providing for a service of sixty engines; that represents
seventy engines altogether t o be dealt with in the shed.
Those engines were of a n average length of 48ft., but the
maximum length was close upon 6oft.; therefore it was
essential that provision should be made for the longest en-
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gine, so that unless it was decided to set certain turntables
on one side for the long engines only (which t o my mind
would be a mistake) it was necessary t o provide for the
maximum length of engine throughout. If certain sections
have to be kept free for long engines only, then full use
cannot be made of the shed accommodation.
1 think Mr. Graham mentioned another point on the
same subject. T h e parallel shed, of course, would have to
have a turntable unless there was a triangle to turn the engines on, but the point I endeavoured t o illustrate here was
the size of the actual building required. The parallel road
shed would have a turntable outside, and as long as it is
not necessary t o put in under the roof, a smaller building
is required.
The question of hot water washing out, and several
other points about shed equipment, I purposely left out of
this Paper because I thought the general arrangement a n d
lay-out was as much a s could be dealt with in an ordinary
discussion. I think a lot o f time could be devoted to discusI will
sion on the merits of hot water boiler washing.
simply go so far as t o say that on the particular section of
railway that I am interested in, there is a system of boiler
washing and examination of each engine after seven days'
work, and a boilermaker goes into the firebox and sounds
every stay in it. This means that the boiler must be cooled
dbwn, and as long as this system is followed, I am afraid
there would not be any great advantage in hot water
washing. I think it is very important to have the weekly
boiler examination concurrently with the boiler washingIn adldition t o examining the inside of the firebox, the boilermaker also examines the work done by the boiler washers
and sees that the scale is properly removed. This appears
t o me t o be a drawback t o the hot water system a t the
moment, but I am not prepared now t o give a considered
opinion on the whole subject.
N o sanding arrangement is shown in shed plan.
It
was intended to put in a small type o f sand furnace on the
side of the shed free for extensions on the assumption that
the fire-lighting would be done with wood and not by t h e
common practice of carrying fire on a shovel. In that case
a very small furnace would answer the purpose, and it would
not be a serious proposition t o put it on the side left for
extensions, where it would be readily accessible from the
pits in front of the shed.
I have not had 'experience of an apparatus for delivering
sand by pipe into the locomotives, as is done in America,
although I have seen some less ambitious schemes, convey-
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iiig the sand along a 2in. iron pipe by vacuum from the sand
furnace a t the back of the shed to a convenient place in
front of the shed, from which place it is handled by bucket.
The Chairman prefers that water should be taken imrr.ediately before entering the shed, instead of while a t the
ashpit. The main point is t o take water before turning,
because it is difficult t o balance some engines on the turntable otherwise. Probably, as the Chairman suggests,
water could conveniently be taken somewhere between t h e
ashpit and the turntable.
Mr. Maitland gave us some interesting information
from actual experience, and he referred to the means of
access to the shed and the advisability of putting in facing
points as one means of avoiding receiving the engines in
bulk. I am not quite sure whether facing points would be
approved in such circumstances, that is, t o run straight
off the main line into the engine shed sidings. Mr. Maitland’s remarks emphasise my reference in the Paper t o the
need of much room for reception immediately inside the shed
yard, so that the main line can be cleared without shunting
the engines into other roads.
A question was asked about the precautions taken to
prevent fire in a wooden shed. I would like to say here
that I do not advocate wooden sheds except in such circumstances as the case quoted, where subsidence of the land
was expected.
I should certainly advocate brick in
preference to wood. T h e wood was not treated in any way
as a precaution ?gainst fire.
There is a good local fire
brigade recruited from the shed staff, and they have managed
t o deal with any small fires that have occurred.
Mr. Selby has referred to a smokebox ash emptier. I
am glad to hear somebody is working on such a scheme.
I presume it would simply be a case of inserting some sort
of a flexible suction pipe into the smokebox and lifting a11
the ashes out. I t is a slow process to shovel the ashes o u t
with the various projections like the blast pipe in the way
of the men.
Mr. Graham refers t o the double shifting of engines.
Since the eight-hour day became a national matter and w a s
adopted and observed by the railway companies,. double
shifting has been a l q o s t universal. There are at least two
sets of men on practically every engine, and more on many
of the freight engines.
Mr. Graham, and also Mr. Turner, asked about t h e
coaling costs and capital charges. The coaling costs quoted
are coalmen’s wages, not only the men who shovel the coal
on to the tender, but in the case of the crane-operated stage
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they include the men who operate the cranes. It is all the
labour entailed on the stage.
In the mechanical coaling
plant the wages include those of the man who operates the
hoist for filling the bunkers. The capital charges have not
been included in the figure quoted in this Paper, a n d although they are heavy and in this particular case the output
of coal is rather small, still the proposition is economically
sound. I n the case of a larger plant, where z j o to 300 tons
of coal or more are dealt with, after taking into account all
the charges, including capital, maintenanw, repairs and
electric current, I find that there is a very substantial return
on the investment.
With regard to Mr. Turner’s criticism of the 33 per
ccnt. engines out of commission, that figure is arrived a t
by taking the normal output of engines from the shed and
adding I j per cent. for emergencies, which percentage in
practice has been found necessary t o cover the demand for
extra engines and other contingencies. In addition, 25 per
cent. of the total stock may be stopped for repairs in the
proportion of 10per cent. for works repairs and 15 per cent.
for running shed repairs. The figure 2j per cent. referred
t o in the paper read before the Institution of Mechanical Engineers is, I think, simply the percentage of total stock
stopped for works and shed repairs. The total stock
should, of course, be sufficient to cover any contingency,
and include the 15 per cent. that I have aircady referred to.
The use of high-capacity engines has introduced another
factor. There is no doubt that the large engines require
more repairs, and consequently a bigger margin of spares;
it is a fact that the engines are also worked harder than they
used to be.
Mr. Hookham referred to a tilting grate. I have not
personaily seen one. I have seen a grate in which the bars
could be moved t o loosen clinkers, but not any arrangement
whereby the whole grate could be tilted.
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